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Notes taken from The Bob Murphy Show: Ep. 5 Scott Horton on the Siege of Waco, the Perverse 
Logic of U.S. Foreign Policy, and How Trump Staved Off a Coup (11/21/18): 

Scott gives the history of the Terror Wars in the Middle East, (Starting with the1953 Iranian coup d’état), in re-
sponse to Bob’s question of whether or not U.S. intervention in foreign countries is comparable to central planners 
intervening in the economy. Bob initiates the topic by calling out the photo of Donald Rumsfeld shaking hands with 
Saddam. Scott explains that “all of these policies make sense at the time that they’re doing them.” Naturally, what 
starts out as a “yes/no” answer, morphs into a beautiful, mental, moving picture of U.S. imperialism masked in ter-
rorism on foreign soil. The conclusion is made that the intervention of the United States government is a cancer 
both at the domestic level (in regards to central planning) and foreign policy as a whole, despite the motives and in-
tentions of the powers that be….bastards.

Scott
(56:57) - 1953 Iranian coup d’état: U.S. overthrow of Prime Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh 
(“slightly left-leaning democratically elected”)
- why?   - because he was jeopardizing British oil interests, so U.S. saw opportunity to take over 

for our oil interests 
(57:20) - Prevent Russia from having more influence in Iran than we have (which wasn’t hap-
pening but could?) = overthrow..which again makes perfect sense at the time
(57:39) - Carter praises new Iranian Shah, Republicans and Democrats had to keep MIC (arms 
manufacturers) happy after Viet Nam 
- $old Iran weapons = New Shah abuses power —> overthrown
(58:22) - Carter asks Saddam to invade Iran to fix this problem (which again makes perfect sense
at the time)
- Saddam = smart to invade b/c he was a Sunni minority dictator ruling over a 60% Shiite super 

majority (which might side with the Shiite, religious revolution happening next door= obvious
threat to Iraq/Saddam regime) 

(58:39) - Saddam must now rely on conscription/forcing them to side with their national/ethnic 
sect, over a religious sect (or even ethnic Arab sect over Persian sect)
(58:53) - makes sense for Carter, Reagan to back Saddam
(59:00) -  case and point -> picture of Rumsfeld - [former Sec. of Def under Ford, appointed 
by Reagan] shaking hands with Saddam
- Rumsfeld = special representative, made the deal for full U.S. support to back Iraq’s war 

against Iran
- Including $$$ for Saddam to buy chemical weapons from our European allies 

- American ALSO provided satellite data for Iraqis to target Iranian troops with chemical 
weapons (same weapons later used on the Kurds in the Anfal Campaign [ (A.K.A. The Anfal 
Genocide, killing as many as 100K) http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/stories/iraq501/
events_anfal.html ] in revenge for one faction of Iraqi Kurds siding with Iran

(59:50) - we had no choice but to back Saddam b/c Iran overthrew our sock-puppet dictator, and 
the U.S. can’t have that b/c we’re supposed to be the Imperialists (we’re the British Empire 
now!)
(1:00:01) - Saddam “got too big for his britches” and invades Kuwait - dispute over war debts 
(Kuwait was pushing them around by horizontal drilling in Iraqi boarders) and H.W. admin saw 
in their rational interest to let Saddam invade 
(1:00:25) - Ambassador April Glaspie to the NY Times “we just thought he was gonna take the 
Northern oil fields!” —> Saddam takes whole country = Brits freak out
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(1:00:35) - Bush Sr. begins the shit show that is Iraq War(s) I, II, III, and now 3.5 in the name of
reversing Saddam’s regime
(1:00:49) - Yes: National Security Professionals have known what they’re doing this whole time 
(killed millions of people since Carter) 
(1:06:36) - The consequences of the Iran-Iraq war (where U.S. supported both sides, especially 
Saddam in Iraq) against the Shiites to try and contain their revolution —> Iraq War I
(1:06:50) - Aftermath of Iraq War I —> big Shiite uprising in Iraq (encouraged by H.W.) “rise 
up and git rid of Saddam”
(1:07:02) - Iraqis thought U.S. would back them, but U.S. changed their minds, and let Saddam 
use tanks/helicopters to massacre 100K people to put down the insurrection 
(occurs approx. 4-6 wks post the war..”A lot of people don’t even know this happened. They 
turned the T.V. off. The excitement of the big war was over”…not many people knew about this 
invasion)…Americans were invading the South of the country at the time

***Bob stops Scott to back-track America’s involvement in Iraq War I to clarify for the audience….Bless you, Bob. 
Bless you <3 ***

Bob 
(1:07:24) - In the first Gulf War with George H.W. Bush, the U.S. troops came and pushed Sad-
dam out of Kuwait, but they didn’t fully occupy Iraq…they just stopped

Scott
(1:07:36) - That’s right. They bombed his army on the way while they were retreating on the 
highways of death (massive war crimes, figuratively if not literally)
 (1:07:36) - they occupied the South of the country, but they did not go all the way to the Bagh-
dad (capitol city) as the saying went b/c that wasn’t the mandate
(1:07:55) - The Mandate - reverse the aggression against Kuwait, not regime change in the 
capitol city *this was the Security Council resolution that America sponsored*…so they stopped
(1:07:55) - but then they (America) encouraged the Shiite uprising, and stood by and watched as 
U.S. forces were ordered to stand by and watch b/c H.W. changed his mind
(1:08:27) - Bush Sr. changed his mind b/c the Iraqi Shiites that took sides with Iran during the 
Iraq-Iran War [when Saddam forced them to choose national sect, over a religious sect (or 
even ethnic - Arab sect over Persian sect)]
- clearly the forced choosing of sides didn’t work on all Iraqis —> some Iraqis fled to Iran’s 

side to fight against Saddam
(1:08:55) - some of these militias The Badr Brigade came across the boarder from Iran to lead 
the Shiite uprising —> James Baker, Brent Scowcroft, and Bush Sr. choked and called it off, let
Saddam kill them all in a “giant Bay of Pigs slaughter”/“lead them into trouble and leave 
them high and dry” 
(1:09:15) - THAT became the excuse to stay in Saudi, to keep the bases/no-fly zones, and ce-
mented Saddam’s reputation as a Hitler who can not be brought back in from the cold into the 
international community = sanctions must stay until he’s gone 
(1:09:40) - this policy begun during H.W.,—> all 8 years of Clinton 
- lead to deaths of at least 1M

- conservative est. = at least 300K children who otherwise wouldn’t have during the blockade)
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(1:10:00) - all enforced by airmen stationed in Saudi Arabia (flying planes, bombing Iraqi mili-
tary targets) on this “low temperature, warm war” where America had air dominance over Iraq, 
where Americans bombed Iraq on an average once every 3 days for 8 years straight killing 
100’s of innocents
(1:10:22) - THIS is the major cause of the Al-Queda war against the United States
- Al-Queda     - when it was perfectly rational and made perfect sense among National Security 

professionals during the Carter/Reagan administration to support the Mujahideen in 
Afghanistan and the Saudi/Pakistani effort to bring Mujahideen fighters from all across Arab 
lands to go fight in Afghanistan against the Soviet Union in the 1980’s (Operation Cyclone)…
these Arabs that had gone to fight with the Afghans ended up creating Al-Queda

- Saudis lead by Osama Bin Laden that took over the Izam group, merged with Egyptian Is-
lamic Jihad

- These are the guys that started bombing America 

- started in 1990 by killing a Rabbi Kahani, right wing Israeli nationalist (Fascist) assassination 
in NYC

- First world trade center bombing 

- Low-level attacks: 1 Cobar Towers attack -> killed 19 airmen in 1996 (which they blamed on 
Iran, instead of explaining this was right wing Saudi religious nationalists who were trying to 
force our airmen off of their holy territory) 

(1:11:47) - but blamed Iran across the gulf saying it was a “target of opportunity” and undercut 
what was really going on with this Al-Queda war against America —> ends up culminating in 
9/11

(1:11:59) - The Al-Queda Enemy strategy was to force America to overreact and invade 
Afghanistan in order to “bog us down and blead us into bankruptcy, and force us out just like we 
had helped them do to the Soviet Union before” (we gave them their own Viet Nam in 
Afghanistan) 
So America took them up on that (invaded Afghanistan and stayed) 

(1:12:18) -  then, they invaded Iraq and finally got rid of Saddam - the secular, Sunni-minority 
dictator and fought a 5 year civil war for the Shiites
*********************************
(1:12:31) - America took advantage of 9/11 to invade Iraq in Iraq War II to get rid of Saddam 
once and for all, 
(1:12:41) - in doing so they ended up fighting a 5 year civil war for the Shiites and forced the 
Sunni-minority out of the capitol city to create this new Iraqi-Shiite-Stan
(1:12:51) - America realized that’s not what Paul Wolfowitz (Former United States Deputy Sec-
retary of Defense) said was going to happen:  
-that the most Iranian-backed Shiite factions (the Badr Brigade, and their partners: The Supreme 
Islamic Council political faction, AKA: the same ones who panicked H.W. before had one this 
war)
(1:13:08) - that’s not what they wanted to do: to empower Iran that they hate so much because 
Iran overthrew America’s sock-puppet dictator back in ’79 that they installed 25 years before 
that
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* We sided with the Iranian bad guys just to take out Saddam so Bush Jr. could make Daddy 
Bush proud*
(1:13:23) - THE REDIRECTION 
• America fought a war for the Shiite side (still the Bush admin)
• “oops” NOW we have to tilt back towards the Sunnis: make it up for the Saudi King, the 

rest of the Sunni powers in the region, Israelis, Turls, and all the kings of Arabia
• BUT… They don’t have armies (yes, Bird. You read that correctly. They do not have an 

army)
• WE are their army if they have one at all 

• Their only other army are Al-Queda shock troops - the same kind that the Saudis backed in the
insurgency against the Americans in Iraq War II 

• Sent the shock troops to get rid of Gaddafi that the Saudis hated (not that he was a Shiite, but 
they got rid of him in Libya) 

(1:14:13) - MAJOR/MAS IMPORTANTE THING OF ALL THE OBAMA YEARS
• The continuation of this same policy of trying to make up for Bush Jr.’s mistake of giving 

Bagdad to Iran’s best friends, AND Iran having far more influence in Iraq than America 
has at the end of Iraq War II

• Obama’s consolation prize was that we can get rid of Assad in Syria, because that  will 
weaken Iran (“that will take Iran down a peg after we just put them up 2 pegs”)

• That didn’t work = empowered Iran even more
• At what cost? - because America ended up backing Al-Queda in Syria (which turns them into 

ISIS) for 5 years
•  thanks to Barry and John Brennan’s (let’s call them“BJ”) treason to back up AL-Queda in 

Syria, they created the Islamic State ALL just to take out Assad to make it look like that 
would weaken Iran

• BJ “deliberately” creates ISIS in Eastern Syria
- and obviously the Islamic State invades Western Iraq and concur Iraqi Sunni-Stan

- ——> America enters Iraq War III (still under Obama ’14-’17) to ally with those same Shiite 
militias AGAIN that they wished they hadn’t allied with in Iraq War II to again kick out the 
Islamic State out and lure it over to the Sunnis even worse than before (which only empow-
ered Iran in Iraq even more)

- And then Iran also sent forces who helped Assad fend off the CIA’s Al-Queda fighters in 
Syria = more Iranian troops and INFLUENCE in Syria THAN EVER BEFORE

- NOW the genius War-Hawks say we have to stay in Syria because Iran has more influence
in Syria than ever before (go fucking figure…we practically served it to them on a silver 
platter)

- Same reason we’re bombing Yemen in the name of a (nominally Shiite tribe (Hutthis) that’s 
friends with Iran (but not really allies) = empowering Al-Queda in the Arabian Penin-
sula…… 

- again, fighting for Al-Queda because our government hates their enemy (Iran) MORE THAN 
AL-QUEDA=OUR ENEMY (The guys who did 9/11… remember?!?)

(1:16:31) - The hi-jackers were from countries who were too friendly with us which is why they 
hated us because OUR government controlled THEIR governments
- our government sponsored the so-called president of Egypt and the king of Saudi Arabia
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- NONE of the hi-jackers were from the Axis of Evil countries: Iran, Iraq, and Syria (countries 
our government didn’t yet control)

- So when it comes to us doing what our allies want over there, it means empowering those 
same type of guys: hi-jackers, suicide bombers


